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About This Content

Six new classes have been added to Monster Slayers! Each one is unlocked for free when you complete the game as a basic class
in Normal Mode, but if you want to unlock them immediately without completing the basic classes first, this DLC will

immediately unlock the classes across all your save slots.
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-a good thriller.
-intresting plot.
-graphics arent bad.
-too short, but its free\/demo.
-free.
-the main voice actor wasnt good, the other are ok.
-realistic inventory system.
-glitch right at the end of the game.

nice work really
. Zahalia does a good job capturing the appeal of games like the original Legend of Zelda. The secrets are useful and actually
findable, the dungeons take some effort, there is a healthy variety of enemies to spice up the combat, and the puzzles are by and
large logical.

For more info check out my first look video
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=qamovpE-STc. I got this as part of the bundle. The flamethrower gives a whole new
meaning to the term "golden shower". Now I can get ready for exams on steam
10\/10 would cheat again. Not so much a fan of the rpg part of the game.
The main story always recommends a certain level (5-10-15-20-25)
And by the time I hit 20 I was really bored with it, and then of course it turns out you still need to grind to lvl 25.
At that point I just quit, and started a new playthrough in "visual novel" difficulty.

You only get to choose between 5 weapons for each character, and 5 armor sets (including the one you start with).
So after you get one of those, literally nothing changes for combat anymore.

Story-wise I was just disappointed that there was no comment when going for all 4 romance options for 1 girl.
And likewise if 2 girls were courting the same partner...nothing.
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sq_Fm7qfRQk. 6\/10

I've always been interested in trying the Legendary board games (which have both Marvel Superhero and Alien variants), so
playing this was a neat opportunity. The game didn't make the best first impression, but I've since bought the game on Android
(for much cheaper) and have gotten pulled in.

The deck-building in Legendary is quick and strategic, and this was certainly the best aspect of the title. Relatively quickly you
can build a deck with a theme and interesting card interactions. Unfortunately, you're presented with slightly different heroes
for purchase, with no ability to choose which ones you'd rather use. This can be a little frustrating, as some of the hero cards
seem vastly inferior to others.

Another thing that definitely should be present in a digital version of a board game is an alteration in villain statistics (enemies
that you fight within the game) depending on scheme (a specific set of rules for each match) or mastermind (the main boss of
each match). For instance, one scheme gave villains a bonus to attack based on how many villagers they had captured, but the
villain card still listed only the base attack. The villain had a huge stack of villagers behind him, and it was difficult to get a
count to adequately prepare for a fight.

One thing that I was initially turned off by was the existence of what seemed like a F2P economy. You earn currency, and can
then spend it to receive foil versions of cards, or symbols. The symbols can be used to purchase foil versions of other cards, or
other cosmetic goodies. I've been ensured by the developer that no gameplay advantage comes from the in-game currency, but I
still feel that this should be explained more thoroughly.

Sometimes I find these co-op-etition games a little baffling. You get points from defeating enemies and saving villagers, which
are compared to those of your teammates at the conclusion of the game to determine the winner. Is it not enough to defeat the
enemy mastermind? It seems that this pressure could push teammates in weird directions. Could there be a situation where it's
more beneficial in points to attack a villain, who is stacked with villagers, rather than attack the mastermind? If it's a
cooperative game, let it be a cooperative game.

Another thing that would be nice is to keep point totals versus a certain hero\/scheme combination. Then I could compete
against my previous score. Steam achievements could also be added for certain point thresholds.

I play the game a lot on my phone, and I've asked friends to play it with me on here as well. The core of the game is solid and
fun, but there's just so much more potential here!. Wish there was a neutral button here. If you really love The Munsters this
could be good for you. Otherwise, stay away. Just don't expect too much.. If you've played the original on the Amiga, you will
really struggle with the quality of the music and sfx on this.. But it does come with character voice over (alas, some of which is a
bit rubbish).

Otherwise its a perfectly good port, graphics is original and game play is classic!. Funny old-school Point&Click Adventure with
lots of sleazy humor spiced up with some great british english slang. Each of the 3 eps lasts for about 3hrs, depending on how
fast one can solve the puzzles and there were some I figured out by old-school trial and error way. Nonetheless, there is
definetely some fun to be had here :). One of my favourite childhood games. Overall a good bundle, kinda disappointed with the
direction (no joke intended i swear) they went with the shoulder plates of the armor, but the emote is great, also Tennocon Baro
entry is crucial for my Pedestal Prime stash.
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